
 

 

The River of God and Our Holy  

Union Deliverance – Peter 

Beloved God, Almighty I Am Presence, Holy Spirit, in me, please hear my request for clarity 

as to why I and many others feel so stuck with little to no movement these days! It feels like it 

has been ages and feels so very limiting to say the least. It is very disturbing for me and I for 

one would like to clear any imbalances, within or around me, as soon as is practically 

possible.  I hand it over to the Holy Spirit for resolution now!  I give my Heart felt gratitude 

for this release and clarity, thank you! Amen! 

Beloved We are here and would like to share with you the Truth of the action of rebellion; in 

part, from the illusionary perspective of the ebb and flow of the Earth Energies you inhabit, 

and in the other part, to the Higher Self I Am Presence dimensional frequencies that can no 

longer allow many of you to remain where you are.  You see Dear Soul, Energy is seeking 

resolution all on its own and the harder you struggle or evade, seek outside of your self for 

anything that no longer serves you, you will find that the natural flow of energies can only 

find resistance within and around you.  However, like any river flowing to the ocean Dear 

One, nothing can stop it once the first water drop has fallen that created the river in the first 

place.   

This river, once the momentum has begun, nothing will stand in its way, and if it cannot go 

around its resistances or blockages it will simple go through them, creating any amount of 

destruction necessary to achieve its Goal, (the shortest possible route); that of reuniting itself 

back to the ocean from whence it came.  Do you understand this analogy with relationship to 

God’s Flow, for it is so relevant to all people on Earth who have now given full permission to 

make this River Journey Home? 

For those who have no awareness of the River of God Flowing, the old ways will simply 

continue a while longer going about their business, here and there and back again, without the 

slightest inclining of what changes they are a part of.  That is just the way it is!  Yet those 

who have complete awareness must now take an even greater responsibility to think, speak, 

and act in full alignment with the changing times and more specifically the greater intensity 

of the Energies of the River of Love now in Full Flow back toward the Ocean of God!  It is 

most definitely time, for those who choose to, to concentrate their awareness upon the fully 

embodiment of their Christed Selves; their Christed Awareness and put it into Love In Action 

in Service to Humanity and the Earth. 

It is all about the Holy Union and Its Holy Deliverance (Flow) back to the Ocean of God 

Consciousness; you and God reuniting as ONE again! 

Many people are feeling many different forms of physical discomfort, for you Peter it is your 

back pain. Recognize and realised that any physical ailments are simply the resistance to 

stepping into the Flow of God’s Love for you!  It is all about your resistance to this Flow 

within the River of God, The River that you yourself have co-created within, around and 



 

 

through you!  All resistances of EVERY type and form are now being called forth to be 

released once and for all. Any pain, immobility of any nature and irritability, physically, 

mentally, emotionally or spiritually, first you must dive back into the River and Let Go and 

allow the River’s Flow to direct you!  This aspect for all is no longer about support!  Your 

Support is the River Itself!  Its no good trying to cling to the banks to keep your security any 

longer, as these banks will or should We say cannot any longer withhold their own stability in 

or around these strong currents of Eternal Flow!  Money has no part of the New Infrastructure 

of God’s Flow back to Self!  Abundance is far more than money alone! 

The tree roots that once created a firm hold on the earth and dry land are also now being 

drawn into deeper waters where they too must surrender fully and allow the struggles, 

stresses and strains of perceived life, to try and keep things the way they once were. All must 

now be allowed to slip away, subside to give way to the new!   

God’s Flow waits for no-one, the Universal Laws are inexorably complete and what flows 

with them will grow and expand effortlessly. Everything and everyone else will simply take a 

little longer and with greater struggles!  Yet the end result is the same and is guaranteed!  So, 

remember that any imbalances within the human biology are simply telling you to stop trying 

to hold onto anything that resembles the past, stop trying to resist the Flow of the River that 

you are now a very integral part of!  Stop wasting time by attempting to find a reason to not 

go deeper, to be far more expansive, and yes to step beyond reason via one’s omnipresence 

and all encompassing manners.   

Excuses not to Trust and have Faith in your Holy Union’s Deliverance will, and can no 

longer offer any solace of any nature.  You can not turn around now, you cannot change your 

past choices.  We Know that you don’t really want to, and that is why this is really such an 

important communication right now.  If you whole heartedly already know what your true 

desire is, then nothing can stop the River’s Flow within you now!  There are no more reasons, 

no more excuses that one can find that can prevent them from reaching their Goal for God 

now.  Connect to other like minded Souls for you all have so much to offer each other. 

Delaying time will only create further blockages and resistances that could potentially create 

far more damage to your purpose than you can now foresee.  The tide has turned and there is 

no time to lose, set your sights and vision on the future and move into Love In Action! 

One last thing before We close here this evening, time will continue here upon Earth for 

many years to come, yet there is an opportunity for many of the inhabitants here NOW to 

transmute that time so that it longer holds significance to its present limitations and 

boundaries.   Time will still be time here, yet time as you know it now will expand in every 

other direction apart from its linearity and you all have the opportunity to be fully awake to  

become an integral part of the New Earth, functioning and existing in many time realities as 

well as outside of them. 

God Blesses You Dear Souls 

We look forward to speaking with you again soon.  Thank you, I Love You- Peter 


